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1. Information
One of Magento's great strengths being multistore management, international sales are
a powerful source of acquisition for your e-commerce.

To translate your site from one language to another, you can call on a specialized
translator or manage it internally. The first solution is expensive, the second does not
always guarantee you satisfactory results and both are time-consuming.

With the Automated Translator extension, quickly and easily translate your fields,
products and categories, in just a few clicks.

Does your business or your brand have a very specific language? You have a glossary to
associate words, phrases and terms with translations that you have defined.

2. Installation
First installation using Composer

1. In your customer area at store.bird.eu you will find a “My licenses” tab where you
will be able to manage multiples business licenses for our extensions. Add the
Automated Translator extension to a newly created license or the one you’re
already using for the website you intend to install the extension on.

2. If necessary, add the Blackbird repository to your composer repositories list in
your Magento 2 root directory:



composer config repositories.blackbird '{"type":
"composer","url": "https://repo.bird.eu/"}'

3. If necessary, create or update the auth.json file in your Magento 2 root directory
to add the key pair corresponding to the license created during step 1.:

composer config -a http-basic.repo.bird.eu {username} {password}

4. Add and download the extension:

composer require blackbird/translator

5. Run the following command:

bin/magento setup:upgrade

First installation without Composer
1. Extract the files from the package to the Magento 2 root directory (or use

composer)

2. Run the following command:

bin/magento setup:upgrade

Update installation
1. Use composer

composer update blackbird/translator

2. (Or) manual installation
a. delete the folder “Translator” in app/code/Blackbird
b. extract the files from the package to the Magento 2 root directory.



3. Run the following command:

bin/magento setup:upgrade

3. Configuration
Module configuration is available from the administrator interface.

1. Store > Configuration > Blackbird Extensions > Translator :

2. Then in the tab Blackbird Extensions > Translator :





Deepl Translator
In order to use the Deepl API, you must first have an account registered on:
https://www.deepl.com/pro-api?cta=header-pro-api

Enable Enables and disables the Deepl Translator module

Api Key API Key

Api url API url

Ignored Tags List of tags used to skip text translation in Deepl

Product / Category Translator Config

Translatable * Attributes Allows you to choose the attributes to
translate

Reference Store For * Translation Reference store for translations

Available Stores For * Translation Stores available for translations

Translator Popup

Enable Enable or disable translation popups and show or hide
buttons

Input Selectors List of CSS selectors on which the buttons should
appear (input type tag)

Default Language From Default source language for translation

Default Language To Destination language for translation

https://www.deepl.com/pro-api?cta=header-pro-api


4. Usage
Translation of a field

1. To translate a particular field, click on the button affiliated with each field:

The button is displayed natively on the "input" of type "text" and "textarea"
(excluding date and number) when these are filled.

2. A popup opens with two fields, “From” (filled with the text of the input) and “To”.

3. Select source and destination languages.



4. Then click on “Translate” to perform the translation.
5. If the translation is suitable, finalize the operation by simply clicking on “Apply

translation”. Otherwise, you can modify the translation performed.

Translation of a product or category
To translate translatable fields (configured in “Translatable * Attributes”) in one click,
you need to:

1. Go to the product or category page.
2. Choose the store on which you want to apply the translation (scope).
3. Then click on “Translate”.

Translation of several products
To translate multiple products at once:

1. Check the products to be translated.
2. In the drop-down list of actions, select “Mass Translate”.



3. Select source store and destination store(s).
4. Validate the operation by clicking on “Translate”:



Note: To optimize the performance of the store, mass translations are carried out in the
message queue.
It is therefore necessary to wait for the cron task to be carried out or to execute the
cron manually using this command:

bin/magento cron:run --group consumers

Translation of several categories
To translate multiple products at once:

1. Check the categories to be translated.
2. Cliquer sur “Mass Translate”.

https://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.4/extension-dev-guide/message-queues/message-queues.html
https://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.4/config-guide/cli/config-cli-subcommands-cron.html


3. Select the source store and the destination store(s).
4. Validate the operation by clicking on “Translate”:



Note: To optimize the performance of the store, mass translations are carried out in the
message queue.
It is therefore necessary to wait for the cron task to be carried out or to execute the
cron manually using this command:

bin/magento cron:run --group consumers

Translator Glossary
The glossary integrated into Translator lets you predefine translations of words or
phrases for a given language:

1. From the administrator interface, click on Content > Translator Glossary.
2. Click on “Add New Entry” or on a line to add a phrase to the glossary:

Phrase Enter the word or phrase to translate

Language Select translation language

Translated Phrase Enter the translation of this sentence

https://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.4/extension-dev-guide/message-queues/message-queues.html
https://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.4/config-guide/cli/config-cli-subcommands-cron.html


3. Finally, click on “Save” to finalize the operation.



5. Support & Contact
If you need assistance, please contact us at https://help.bird.eu/

You can purchase extended support here.

Contact
For further information, contact us by form: https://black.bird.eu/en/contacts/

Please note that no technical support can be provided by email.

License
This project is licensed under the Blackbird Policy License - see the LICENSE link for
details.

That's all folks!

https://help.bird.eu/servicedesk/customer/portal/6
https://store.bird.eu/en/additionnal-support-period-for-blackbird-extensions-2.html
https://black.bird.eu/en/contacts/
https://store.bird.eu/en/license

